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Read and understand the owner's manual and labels affixed to the tool. Learn its application and limitations as
well as the specific potential hazards peculiar to this tool.

For multiple hazards, read and understand the safety instructions before installing, operating, repairing,
maintaining, changing accessories on, or working near the power tool. Failure to do so can result in serious
bodily injury.

A.OPERATION GUIDES
1. TIPS FOR USE
(Safety Regulations while using KI brand Air Grease Gun)
1.1. AIR PRESSURE
Always use the clean and dry air to operate the tool at 90 psi (6.2 bar) & do not operate exceed
maximum working air pressure at 90 psi (6.2 bar) as recommended.
1.2. AIR LINE
Use a fitting air hose for connection between the compressor & tools.
The compressed air is cooled and its water content would be sorted when the air blow out
from the compressor.
Part of the water could be compressed in the pipe and could permeate into the tool’s mechanism
to cause mechanical failures.
It would be strongly recommended to install an air filter, moisture separator, regulator and
lubricator among the air supply and the air tools.
1.3. AIR HOSE
Before connecting the hose to air tools, please clean firstly the hoses with a blowout of
compressed air.
This will prevent both moisture and dust contented within the hose from entering the tools and
causing the possible rust and malfunction.
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2. Keep work area clean. Cluttered areas invite injuries.
3. Do not use machines or power tools in damp or wet locations. Don’t expose to rain.
Keep work area well lit.
4. Keep children away. Children must never be allowed in the work area. Do not let
them handle machines, tools, extension cords, or air hoses.
5. When not in use, tools must be stored in a dry location to inhibit rust. Always lock
up the Air Grease Gun and the grease, in a location that is out of reach of children.
6. Do not modify this tool and do not use this tool for a purpose for which it was not
intended.
7. Do not wear loose clothing or jewelry as they can be caught in moving parts.
Protective, electrically non-conductive clothes and non-skid footwear are
recommended when working.
8. Always wear impact safety goggles. Wear an dust mask or respirator when working
around chemical dusts and mists.
9. Do not overreach. Keep proper footing and balance at all times. Do not reach
over or across running machines or air hoses.
10. Maintain tools with care. Keep tools clean for better and safer performance.
Follow instructions for lubricating and changing accessories. Inspect tool cords
and air hoses periodically and, if damaged, have them repaired by an authorized
technician. The handles must be kept clean, dry, and free from oil and grease
at all times.
11. Disconnect air hose and turn off the compressor when not in use.
12. Check that keys and adjusting wrenches are removed from the tool or machine
work surface before plugging it in.
13. Do not carry any tool with your finger on the trigger, whether it is connected to
the air compressor or not.
14. Do not operate any tool when you are tired.
15. Before using any tool, any part that appears damaged should be carefully checked
to determine that it will operate properly and perform its intended function.
16. Any part that is damaged should be properly repaired or replaced by a qualified
technician. Do not use the tool if any switch does not turn On and Off properly.
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17. This product is to be repaired and serviced only by a qualified technician. When this product is serviced,
only identical replacement parts should be used. Use of any other parts will void the warranty.
18. Do not operate tool if under the influence of alcohol or drugs.
19. If there is any doubt, do not operate the Grease Gun.
20. If an extension cord is required, it must be of the proper size and type to supply the correct current to the
air compressor without heating up.
21. For your safety, this product should be serviced and repaired regularly only by a qualified technician.
22. Compressed air only. Never use combustible gas as a power source.
23. Check hoses carefully. Never use the Grease Gun if the hoses are cracked, frayed, or kinked. Avoid
problems by not severely bending the hoses. If hoses appear damaged, have them replaced.
24. This Grease Gun is designed only to hold and dispense grease. Never use it to hold and dispense any
other material.
25. To check your air system, set the air pressure on your compressor to 90 PSI. Do not exceed the testing
air pressure of 90 PSI.
26. Check the air connection for leaks. After test is complete, disconnect from the air supply until grease is
loaded into the Air Grease Gun.
27. Make sure the Grease Gun is not attached to the air source hose when loading grease.

Warranty
All of KI serial pneumatic tools are provided with complete after service and product warranty to the product
that manufactured by Kuani Gear Co. Ltd and sold by its worldwide authorized dealers.
KI professional air tools, unless otherwise specified are unconditionally guaranteed against defects in materials
and workmanship for the life of tool, excluding any other inappropriate operation, modification or repair.
KI will repair or replace the tool that fails to give satisfication service on the condition that tool has not been
abused or modified and that it is returned to authorized warranty KI dealer.
If there is a defective product claim of KI, please contact the KI’s authorized sales/service representatives.
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